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ABSTRACT:
This paper presents the preliminary results obtained during the 3D recording campaign carried out in 2018 by the Spanish-Uzbek
IPAEB mission in the archaeological site of Termez (southern border of Uzbekistan). Ancient Termez is an important historical city
within the Silk Road located in the ancient Bactria region. The archaeological work performed at the site since the beginning of the
20th century allowed a large fortified urban complex to be identified that includes other walled enclosures inside it, i.e., a HellenisticSeleucid fortress founded after the campaigns of Alexander the Great in the late 4th century BC, several Buddhist monastic
complexes dated to the Kushan period (1st to mid-3rd centuries), and a large urban settlement dated to the Islamic period which
includes the city proper or shahristan and the suburbs or rabad. After the destruction by Genghis Khan in 1220, Termez was rebuilt
following a different plan. Major changes involved the movement of the pottery workshops from the rabad to the previous
shahristan. The research focuses on: a) the identification, study and archaeological contextualization of ceramic production centres
located in different areas of the ancient Termez from the Kushan to the Islamic period (1st to 14th centuries AD); b) the integration
of the pottery workshops into the general topography of the site and c) the study of their evolution in relation to the transformation of
the urban design. Since the site is currently located in a military area – close to the border area between Uzbekistan and Afghanistan
–, the archaeological work is restricted to specific zones and the use of aerial devices such as drones is forbidden. However, this
research requires both micro and macro spatial approaches to accurately record all the archaeological structures and to evaluate the
integration and evolution of the pottery workshops into the general topography of the city. In order to fill this gap, declassified
images of the CORONA satellite program were analyzed and compared to historical and archaeological data. In addition, we propose
a geometrical and graphical recording and distribution system of the kilns –located in the rabad and the shahristan –and the ceramics
produced and used in Termez during the period studied by means of photogrammetric techniques. The results are aimed at
management through open-source 3D formats and web mapping GIS libraries combined with historical satellite information that
defines the different archaeological areas.

1. INTRODUCTION OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SITE: TERMEZ (UZBEKISTAN)
Termez is located on the right bank of the Amu Darya and near
the mouth of its tributary, the Surkhan Darya. The region of
Termez is characterized by an almost flat topography (mean
altitude 300 m) and a few small hills that are the southernmost
residual reliefs of the Baysuntau-Kugitangtau range. The Amu
Darya-Surkhan Darya floodplain forms part of the Afghan-Tajik
depression which comprises a Hercynian basement formed by
highly metamorphosed Precambrian-Palaeozoic rocks and by
Permian-Triassic sedimentary and volcanic rocks. The city was
one of the most important urban centres in northern
Bactria/Tokharistan, a historical region that included the
present-day territories of southern Uzbekistan and Tajikistan
(Figure 1), and northern Afghanistan. The exact date of the
founding of Termez is unknown. It has been related to the
campaign to conquer the ancient Bactria and Sogdiana by
Alexander the Great (between 329 and 327 BC) as well as dated
in the period of the first Seleucid kings (Leriche 2001; Pidaev
2001; Leriche/Pidaev 2007; Leriche/Pidaev 2008).

Termez includes several walled enclosures inside it. The earliest
of them has provided evidence of Greek occupation. Thus,
pottery in Hellenistic tradition has been recovered in the lower
levels of the fortress (Citadel) located on the right bank of the
Amu Darya. According to their features, the vessels should be
dated to the late 4th or the early 3rd centuries AD (Pidaev,
1991). The second enclosure (Tchingiz Tepe) is located NorthWest of the Citadel. A recent archaeological investigation
carried out in several sectors by our team, comprising a
complete study of the archaeological sequence supported by
radiocarbon analysis, allowed to date the construction of the
walls between the early 2nd and the mid-1st centuries BC.
Therefore, the walls of Tchingiz Tepe could be dated
immediately after the arrival to the region of the nomadic tribes
known by the name of Yuezhi (Martínez et al. 2014; Gurt et al.
2015). Under the rule of Kushan kingdom (1st century AD –
mid-3rd century AD) a new fortified area, the sharistan, was
built. During this period, Termez became an important religious
centre that hosted a number of Buddhist monasteries such as
Fayaz Tepe, Kara Tepe, Tchingiz Tepe and Zurmala
(Abdullaev, 2013; Stavisky, 2001).
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In the mid-3rrd century AD
D, the Kushan kingdom becaame a
vassal state oof the Sasaniann Empire; the Buddhist monnastic
complexes weere reformed, chhanging their orriginal functionnality.
In the 5th ccentury AD a succession of
o nomadic peeoples
established theemselves as auttonomous entitiies in the regioon and
the Buddhist monasteries were
w
finally ab
bandoned. Thee city
reached its grreatest extensioon in the Islam
mic period. Afteer the
destruction off the city carriedd out by Gengh
his Khan in 122 0, the
city witnessedd a period of urbanistic
u
chan
nges which invvolved
the movementt of the potteryy workshops fro
om the rabad tto the
previous urbann area or shahriistan. Little is known
k
about Teermez
after this periood, which endeed in complete depopulation
d
arround
the 17th or 18th centuries (Karimov
(
2001; Leriche 20011, 81;
Barthold 20022, 58).

dispensable tooll
only as a scientific guarantee, butt also as an ind
with a view to any kind of restoraation or consoliidation work inn
f
the future.
The data recorded in Termez w
will be used in
n a multi-scalee
recorrd of archaeolo
ogical artefacts related to ceram
mic productionn
(Figu
ure 2), rangin
ng from tiny ceramic shaards to wholee
archaaeological land
dscapes, althouggh the conceptt of multi-scalee
data management and
a visualizatioon is playing an
a increasinglyy
moree important rolee in the context
xt of Cultural Heritage
H
(Boutsii
et all., 2019) combiining disseminaation and scien
ntific purposes..
In th
his regard, all the documenntation acquired
d has had thee
follo
owing aspects ass a main objectitive:
- Thee reconstruction
n of the archaeoological landscape previous too
the Soviet-Afghan
S
War.
W
- The geometric do
ocumentation off each differen
nt work level inn
the in
nterests of its conservation.
- Th
he integration of
o all the dataa on a 2D/3D web mappingg
platfform.
-To present
p
differen
nt hypotheses inn relation to thee topography off
the archaeological
a
sites
s
and the pootential identificcation of buriedd
archaaeological strucctures.
The first level dealss with the topoggraphy and sateellite images off
n of a Digitall
the archaeological site with thee construction
Elev
vation Model (D
DEM). The aim of the first leveel was to obtainn
a DE
EM previous to
o the Soviet-A
Afghan War. Th
his informationn
allow
ws a compariso
on to the currennt DEM in ord
der to ascertainn
chan
nges in the arch
haeological rem
mains. Furtherm
more, this dataa
set allows
a
us to co
ompare, interprret and georefeerence differentt
archaaeological stru
uctures that aree not visible on
o the surfacee
today
y.
The second level deals
d
with the recording of excavated
e
areass
with special attenttion to ceramiic kilns. In th
his regard, wee
docu
umented five ceeramic kilns disstributed acrosss three differentt
areass of the site. Th
he final objectivve of this docu
umentation is too
obtaiin a volumetric and spatial disttribution to be able to perform
m
a dig
gital reconstructtion and a typollogy of the kiln
ns. It is difficultt
to prreserve them on
nce they have beeen excavated; in view of this,,
the degradation suffered by thhese materials needs to bee
umented on a yeearly basis.
docu
The third and last level
l
aims to ddevelop a typolo
ogy of ceramicc
ms. The photogrammetry of theese movable objjects will allow
w
form
us to
o reconstruct profiles,
p
descri
ribe and quanttify the formall
chan
nges, and observe their degreee of standardizaation accordingg
to their
t
volumetrric evolution. In addition to the threee
docu
umentation leveels mentioned ab
above, we took the
t opportunityy
to 3D
3 record by photogrammeetric techniquees some bonee
remaains as well at the
t archaeologiical sites wheree the kilns weree
foun
nd.

Figure 1. Loccation of the arcchaeological site of ancient Terrmez
close to the bborder area betw
ween Uzbekistaan and Afghani stan
(Natural Earrth, Google Sattellite view and ArcGIS Imageery)
(above). M
Map of the ancient settlement off Termez (below
w)
(Pidaaev, 2001b).
2. RESEA
ARCH OBJEC
CTIVES: A MULTI-SCALA
AR
APP
PROACH
The Spanish--Uzbek IPAEB
B mission hass been workinng in
Termez sincee 2006, andd a process of 3D geom
metric
documentationn with differennt scopes was in
nitiated in the latest
campaign (20118).
One of the reaasons for this is related to thee conservation oof the
archaeologicall structures of Termez.
T
Many of them are buuilt of
mud and it is difficult too preserve theem once excaavated
(O’Grady et al., 2018). This phenomeenon gives sppecial
relevance to ggraphic and geeometry record
ding techniquess, not
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Figure 2. Muulti-scale classiffication of the geometric
g
recorrd by
resolution aand size accordiing to Cultural Heritage
H
typoloogy
ccarried out withh different techn
niques.
3. MET
THODOLOGY
Y

In addition
a
to the J-1 camera, tthe satellite had a series off
auxilliary cameras that
t
took imagees of the total space capturedd
by th
he individual lenses,
l
of the hhorizon, and of
o the sky. Thee
latterr provided external orientattion in the ph
hotogrammetricc
restittution of the images
i
(Galiattsatos, 2004; Goosens
G
et al.,,
2006
6).

3.1 Archaeollogical landscaape. Use of sateellite image
Due to the imppossibility of using
u
drones, th
he satellite imagges of
the CORONA
A program weree investigated. The declassificcation
process in 19995 of more thaan 800,000 imaages taken undeer the
CORONA saatellite reconnaaissance progrram by the U
United
States betweenn the 1960s andd 1970s during the Cold War. They
provide greatt potential maaterial for terriitorial analysiss and
interesting eleement detectionn thanks to th
he spatial resollution
obtained froom the conntinuous sateellite perform
mance
improvement. However, thee declassification process didd not
include additioonal informatioon related to th
he cameras useed nor
to the satellitee position at the
t instant of image
i
capture time.
Moreover, cam
mera calibrationn reports have not
n been declasssified
by the National Geospattial-Intelligencee Agency (N
NGA)
(information pprovided by thhe USGS ERO
OS User Servicces in
September 20018). Because of that, using these images in a
photogrammettric or a visuual analysis based on its ddigital
processing coontext is very difficult. Neveertheless, COR
RONA
imagery is onne of the best alternatives
a
wheen there is a laack of
images and ccartographic resources in speecific places ddue to
different reasoons. This is esspecially imporrtant in those pplaces
where morphhological changges have takeen place sincee the
capture of thiis information due to the Sov
viet-Afghan W
War or
other natural oor anthropic efffects. This facto
or could significcantly
change the inteerpretation of thhe archaeologiccal landscape.
The acquisitioon of these imaages by the US
SGS has alloweed for
fitting them thhrough commonn GCP support points betweenn both
dates taken byy a GNSS sensoor. The controll points are bassically
reduced to som
me architecturall structures and
d irrigation canaals.
These structurres have remainned intact for at
a least 60 yearrs and
are easily ideentifiable in booth historical periods
p
–beforee and
after the War–– .
The advantagge of using theese images waas the possibiliity of
reconstructingg the DEM befoore the war, wh
hich is likely too have
changed the m
morphology of thhe archaeologiccal site.
These imagess have been thhe basis for geeometric and vvisual
comparison to current sateellite images. The detectionn and
ul to verify vvisual
evaluation off these differeences is usefu
anomalies on tthe ground.
3.1.1. Data accquisition
First, the DEM
M reconstructioon of the 1960s site was carrieed out
using two sterreoscopic imagees acquired from
m the USGS (F
Figure
3), taken duriing mission 10012-1 of the American
A
COR
RONA
reconnaissancee program, October 17-20, 1964 (the sellected
images were ttaken on Octobber 20, 1964) with
w a J-1 cameera on
board the KH
H-4A satellite.. The stereosccopic nature oof the
images allow
ws for creatinng digital terrrain models using
photogrammettry software wiith a series of limitations whichh will
be described later on. Thhe surface co
overed by thee two
0km long by 220km
stereoscopic iimages is apprroximately 300
wide, the area of study beingg located in thee central area (F
Figure
d
on th
he area of studyy will
3),which meanns that image distortion
be minimal (W
Watanabe et al.., 2017). The J-1
J was a panorramic
camera with tw
wo lenses 609,602 mm in foccal width whichh took
stereoscopic images 30º forward,
fo
stereo
oscopic imagess 30º
backwards, annd a 70º total scanning angle perpendicular tto the
satellite. The iimages had a 177x232 km nomiinal coverage.

Figu
ure 3. Stereosco
opic images useed: DS1012-1039DA163 and
DS
S1012-1039DF157 (above) and
nd their footprin
nts (green and
w) (USGS-Earth
hExplorer).
orange) on the ground (below
ond, the rest off the images oon Table 1 weere used in thee
Seco
photo-interpretation
n process. Am
mong all of them, imagee
B00403800056H
H011001 proviided us with th
he best spatiall
DZB
resollution in orderr to identify aarchaeological remains. Thiss
imag
ge was taken during missiion 4038 of the Americann
COR
RONA reconnaaissance progrram, which was
w operationall
from
m July 1963 to June
J
1967. Thee Keyhole (KH) KH-7 imagess
are 9 inches wide, vary
v in length fr
from 4 inches to
o 500 feet long,,
and have
h
a resolutio
on of 0,60 to 1,221 m. (2 to 4 feeet).
Third
d, all the images and data weere integrated under
u
the samee
global coordinate system,
s
in thiss case EPSG 3857
3
(WGS 844
web Mercator) with
h coordinates eexpressed in meters
m
and usedd
on web
w
applicatio
ons, which woould allow us to use thesee
mateerials and results in a web maapping environm
ment.

Taable 1. Classificcation of the CO
ORONA imagess declassified
that have been usedd for this study.
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3.1.2. Image processing
The photogrammetric process includes a total of 52 control
points in order to achieve better adjustment in the spatial
referencing of the block of images during the photogrammetric
restitution process. These points were taken in the field in April,
2018 using a GNSS sensor with sub-metric accuracy. Their
distribution is related to the localization of a series of interesting
archaeological elements which were worth documenting during
this fieldwork campaign. These GCP occupied a small space
within the whole image. Therefore, we used QGIS-digitizing
tools to digitize a series of points on the georeferenced
CORONA images. Although the accuracy of the resulting
coordinates may be questionable, they were very easily
localized on the images during the photogrammetric process.
This process is justified in view of the lack of a wide
orthophotography of the area and of the impossibility of
creating it ourselves as drones are not allowed in this zone.
We mainly used two software products for photogrammetric
restitution. One is ERDAS Imagine Photogrammetry; in the
non-metric cameras category we worked with focus width
(609,602 mm) and the resolution used in scanning (7 µm) to set
the interior orientation. This model is fit to use with the
CORONA images free from interior calibration parameters of
the main and fiducial points (Altmaier and Kani, 2002;
Galiatsatos, 2004). We also used The Automatic Terrain
Extraction tool (ATE), which allows for obtaining DEM from
the restituted photogrammetric block (Bellido, 2018).
Next, we performed a photogrammetric restitution based on the
SfM technique in Agisoft Metashape Professional (Watanabe et
al., 2017). Like Imagine Photogrammetry, interior orientation
was obtained based on focus width and scanning resolution.
Fiducial points cannot be localized given that they are
inexistent, thus distortion rates are left blank so that the
software can calculate them during bundle block adjustment.
Following the bibliography on CORONA image correction
(Shin and Schenk, 2008) and on rotation angle measurement
based on GPS data (Wierzbicki and Krasuski, 2015), we carried
out a first estimation of the exterior orientation parameters
(Table 2):
Image
Xo
Yo
Zo
Yaw
Pitch
Roll

DS1012-1039DA163
7.477.170 m
4.485.140 m
185.000 m
244º
-16, 375º
0º

DS1012-1039DF157
7.489.300 m
4.490.290 m
185.000 m
244º
-16, 375º
0º

Table 2. Table of the initial exterior orientation parameters of
the images.
Both photogrammetric restitution processes are aimed at
obtaining an orthorectified and georeferenced image. In this
regard, numerous approximations have been performed by
changing the images used in multiple combinations: whole
images, images cut over the area of study, non-georeferenced
images, images georeferenced with 2nd degree polynomials and
images georeferenced with 1st degree polynomials (affine
transformation). Furthermore, both GPS and QGIS-digitized
control points have been interchangeably used to obtain the
desired result.
Unfortunately, we were not able to perform the DEM with the
selected CORONA images due to overlapping problems
between them and a lack of key data, unclassified by the NGA
for photogrammetric restitution. Consequently, in order to
reconstruct the DEM of recent times, we obtained altimetry data
from the relief map by Dumont, Reynard and Person in the
context of the French-Uzbek archaeological mission in Bactria

(Pidaev, 2001a). Figure 4 shows the altitudinal data in level
curves at 0,5 meter intervals and in a series of bench marks and
topographic points. The localized walls and buildings of the site
appear as auxiliary information providing context to the relief.

Figure 4. Interpolated 3D model of current period with the
location of the ceramic kilns (above). Longitudinal section on
the DEM between the T5 and T8 area of ceramic kilns (below).
As to archaeological interpretation, the image has been adjusted
in different ways in order to improve the visualization of
remains still buried. First, we performed basic contrast,
brightness and histogram adjustments. Next, the work method’s
algorithms were applied to the LiDAR data, namely Analytical
Hillshading, Hillshading from multiple directions, Simple Local
Relieve Model, Principal Components Analysis, Sky-view
Factor and Positive/negative openness.
3.2 Ceramic kilns and archaeological
Terrestrial photogrammetry

excavations.

3.2.1. Data acquisition
The second documentation level involved acting over different
ceramic kilns in the site. Due to logistic difficulties in the field,
we used those photogrammetric techniques that would allow for
rapid extensive documentation.
Regarding the photogrammetric system used for the data
extraction of the kilns already excavated, a 5 meter pole with a
micro four thirds Olympus EPM 1 camera and a Zuiko Digital
ED lens 12mm f2 perpendicular to the ground was set up. The
final height obtained with this system was 5,7 meters with an
angle between 40° and 45° in order to facilitate data collection
with a linear movement every two meters, both longitudinally
and transversal to the excavation so as to obtain a redundant
overlap between images that was valid for three-dimensional
reconstruction.
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2. Image processing
3.2.2
The documentation
n collected w
was processed using Agisoftt
hashape Professsional. The resuults were exporrted in differentt
Meth
form
mats with a vieew to facilitatiting a typologiical study thatt
woulld be easy to manage by the w
whole technical team. Thus, wee
creatted a web plattform that coulld be accessed
d online with a
brow
wser in high reso
olution and diffferent types of scale:
s
-

3D point clouds on Potrree (free open-source WebGL
L
based point cloud rendderer for large point clouds)..
Potree based upon threee.js library (Sch
huetz, 2016).
JSON meeshes for the bbrowser viewerr and 3D PDF
F
for inform
mation sharing ((Figure 6).
Web map
pping of each orthophoto of the excavationn
sites using Leaflet and oopen-source Jav
vaScript libraryy
(Figure 11).

3.3 Ceramics. Clo
ose Range Phot
otogrammetry
3.3.1
1. Data acquisition

Figure 5. Dataa acquisition ussing photogramm
metric techniquues in
the ceramic kiln T2 H2 andd results (orthop
photo and sectioon).
Taking into account the height of thee camera andd the
dimensions off the sensor usedd (micro four th
hirds 17.3 x 13 mm),
the resolution of the camera (12 Mpx.) and the focal lengtth (12
mm), we obtaained an 8,2 meters
m
x 6,2 meeters image foootprint
with a resoluttion of 2 milliimetres per pix
xel, with an ovverlap
between longgitudinal and trransverse imag
ges of 65% - 70%
(Figure 5). Thhis technique was
w used at seeveral points oof the
archaeologicall site as it allows digittizing an areea of
approximatelyy 2000 square meters in just one hour in high
resolution, whhich guaranteed documentation
n in a short timee with
a better resollution obtainedd in the final orthophoto
o
set . The
work carried oout in T8 H1 alllowed us to fin
nd a kiln prior tto the
excavation off this area, baseed on the chan
nge of colour oof the
ground due to the humidity of
o the mud/sun--dried brick wallls, as
well as the laarge ash stains. The metric references were taken
with a laser distance measurinng device.

For the final documentation llevel we used
d close rangee
photogrammetry tecchniques on thee main ceramicc vessels in thee
Term
mez laboratory close to the ssite. We designed a portablee
homogeneous light system, a rotaating plate, witth a Canon 6D
D
full frame camera with a fixed 50 mm lens and a Colourr
Checcker calibrated colour chart (FFigure 7). The automation off
this geometric reco
onstruction proccess with low cost
c
techniquess
pository of thee
is aiimed at generaating a three-ddimensional rep
main
n pieces reco
overed that alllows for rep
producing anyy
geom
metric and graphic millimetre details. This faactor will allow
w
us to
o extract and to chronologicallyy divide the staandardization off
the ceramic formss and their diimensions in each
e
historicall
perio
od.
In sp
pite of the lon
ng hours that post-processin
ng each of thee
ceram
mic remains taakes (rotationss, masks, align
nment, scaling,,
etc), this techniquee allows for cruucial quick datta collection inn
locattions with comp
plicated logisticcs.

Figure
F
7. Data acquisition
a
ceram
amic process by
y means of a
portable closse range photoggrammetric tech
hniques.

Figure 6. Isom
metric view on the 3D section generated in foormat
PDF 3D of thee ceramic kiln T5
T H1.

3.3.2
2. Image processing
This data was also
o post-processeed with Agiso
oft Methashapee
fessional. In thiss case, each pieece was processed in a certainn
Profe
specific way given that we appliedd a minimum off four completee
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turns per piecee at different heights with the same homogenneous
lighting, takinng each photo every
e
six degreees. Once the m
model
was scaled, thhe results were converted to point
p
clouds witth the
Potree convert
rter so as to finnally use this platform as a viiewer.
Furthermore, tthe final meshees were exportted to JSON m
models
for use on a web browser with HP3D_0
0.0.4.min.js, jqquery1.9.1.js, Handdpas_1.0.1.min..js, and three.js libraries.

ping using the open source Leeaflet library. The
T objective iss
mapp
to geeospatially relate different layyers of CORON
NA informationn
and current
c
orthoph
hotos.
The reconstruction of the site coulld not be complleted due to thee
failu
ure to obtain an old DEM from
m the CORONA
A images at ourr
dispo
osal. However, we were able to reconstruct the current sitee
thank
ks to the DEM
M (Figure 4) gennerated from th
he interpolationn
of po
oints with altitu
udinal data extrracted from the level curves inn
the previously
p
cited
d relief map of tthe site in the ancient
a
Termez..
As to the archaeolo
ogical interprettation, the phottointerpretationn
(Figu
ure 9, 10, 11) has been carrried out based mainly on thee
COR
RONA image with
w the highesst resolution, which
w
has alsoo
been
n georeferenceed and tiledd for the Leaflet
L
libraryy
(DZB
B00403800056H011001). Inn terms off the visuall
imprrovement in ord
der to identify thhe archaeologiccal remains, thee
best results were obtained withh the Simple Local Relievee
del. This algoritthm is based onn eliminating th
he most notablee
Mod
morp
phological elem
ments to reveaal the smallesst scale recordd
(Kok
kalj and Hesse, 2017).

Figure 8. 3D
D reconstructionn of the differen
nt ceramic objeects
recorded in Termez and theeir geometric usse by means off 3D
PDF and JSON formats.
4. RESULTS
R
First, the resuults obtained were
w
analyzed separately witth the
objective of suubsequently gennerating an inteegrated web map
apping
system that coombines:
a) Three-dimeensional modelss (point clouds, meshes).
The ceramics, kilns and archaaeological excaavations docum
mented
he free open ssource
were converteed to point cloouds through th
WebGL Potreee. Parallel 3D PDF files werre generated (F
Figure
8).

Figure 9. Different visuaalizations: a) CO
ORONA Imagee
DZB004038000056H011001 ; b) The same im
mage with increeased
contrast; c)) Simple Local Relieve
R
Model (Radius for tren
end
assessment [ppixels]: 20, histoogram equal wiith 2% cut-off ffor 8bit); d) Princippal component analysis of Hilllshading (Bandd 1 of
16 directioons of Hillshadinng and sun elev
vation angle 35ºº).
b) Orthophotoos of the kilnns, excavated areas
a
and histtorical
satellite imagges. Orthophootos were imp
plemented in web
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Figure 10. T
The archaeoloogical interpretation throughh the
CORONA Imaage DZB004033800056H01100
01.
b)
a)
CORON
NA
image
DZB00403800
0056H011001.
Archaeologicaal interpretationn from DZB00403800056H0111001
image. c) Gooogle Satellite viiew.
5. CONCL
LUSION AND
D FUTURE DE
EVELOPMEN
NTS
The study deemonstrates that the use off CORONA im
mages
represents a kkey source of innformation in archaeology
a
sinnce in
many cases it is virtually thee only one for the
t reconstructiion of
the pre-war arrchaeological laandscape. The use of drones w
would
have providedd useful updatedd information on
n the current sttate of
the site, but w
would not havee allowed the reconstruction
r
oof the
archaeologicall landscape 50 years ago. Th
he end of the 11960s
and the beginnning of the 1970s
1
period precedes
p
agricuultural
mechanizationn and urban deevelopment and
d thus many oof the
sites studied at that time were
w
well preseerved. Above aall, it
allows for com
mparing grounnd anomalies to
o corroborate bburied
archaeologicall structures. However, the sp
patial resolutionn and
spectral ampplitude does not
n
allow a detailed studdy of
s
dimension
ns.
archaeologicall structures of small
Its use allows us to obtain a joint reading of
o the reconstruuction
ombine this typpe of
of the archaeeological landscape if we co
information w
with web mappiing systems thaat integrate diff
fferent
types of 2D orr 3D informatioon. 2D data was organized by tiling
the different ssatellite imagess and interpretin
ng them in diff
fferent
layers which allows for overlapping two im
mages, drawingg and
converting too GeoJSON (Figure 11) using the L
Leaflet
JavaScript libbrary. As to 3D models, wee used Potree point
clouds and JSO
ON meshes moostly in the threee.js library.
In spite of thhe great potenttial of the CO
ORONA imagess, the
difficulties innvolved in corrrecting their geometry
g
to oobtain
adjusted spatiaal information means
m
that it has
h not been po ssible
to complete thhe DEM reconnstruction of an
ncient Termez.. This
difficulty deriives from a lacck of auxiliary
y information w
which
was excluded from the decllassification prrocess of 1995 . The
methodology applied here includes a series of auxxiliary
requirements iin order to adddress this shorttcoming in thiss case
study.
Even when it is not possiblee to carry out the
t photogramm
metric
restitution process, the digital proceessing and iimage
georeferencingg is an alternnative when itt comes to finnding
elements of innterest or usingg the images ass reference poinnts in
the visual diachronic analysiis of the territo
ory. This proceessing
w
is hindere
red by
requires polynnomial geometrric correction which
a lack of cartoographic referennce resources in
i certain placees and
by the time diffference betweeen the localizatiion and the cheecking
of control poinnts.

y data in thee
As to the NGA failing to incclude auxiliary
ocess of the C
CORONA imag
ges, this is ann
declaassification pro
issuee that should be debated as thhis information
n would clearlyy
help the scientific community
c
in tthe use of thesee images. First,,
know
wledge on th
his images annd their use would grow
w
expo
onentially especcially in the fieeld of remote sensing, wheree
the processes
p
asso
ociated with phhotogrammetry
y are not veryy
advaanced in spite of being cloosely related. However, thee
auxilliary informatio
on used througghout the COR
RONA program
m
to id
dentify interestiing elements iss not likely to be compatiblee
with the new tecchnological toools for a cam
mera’s interiorr
ntation and the exterior orientaation of images in space.
orien
In th
he next few years
y
we will continue to carry
c
out new
w
camp
paigns with the purpose of verrifying the dataa obtained from
m
the CORONA
C
satellite in the fieldd, and we will also
a use the low
w
altitu
ude photogramm
metric techniquues described with
w other typess
of multispectral
m
sen
nsors.
Finally, the conclusion in terms off using JavaScriipt libraries on
collaaborative development platforrms (GitHub) together withh
HTM
ML5 Canvas is that this allowss for a vast set of possibilitiess
whicch favour thee use of thesse models with
w
contextuall
inforrmation associated with a ddatabase. They
y constitute ann
exceeptional multi-scale documenta
tation tool whicch meets manyy
of th
he requirementss we consider eessential for ourr research: highh
onlin
ne and offlin
ne measuremen
ent and graph
hic capability,,
morp
phologic inform
mation extractioon, use of filteers and texture,,
easy to use with a browser ssupporting WeebGL with noo
addittional software, and above all,, it is an open system
s
that cann
be programmed
p
in
nto any implem
mentation we might need too
deveelop in the futurre.
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